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Abstract
Round continuously cast blooms heating strategy is crucial in prevention of internal cracks
initiation and propagation. Especially vanadium microalloyed Cr-Mo based steels are very sensitive
to internal crack occurrence. This paper deals with two heating strategies that were realized in
soaking pit. Using FEM simulation it was proved that proper heating strategy is essential to reduce
internal crack propagation.
Abstrakt
Spravná strategie ohřevu kruhových kontislitků je zcela klíčová při prevenci vzniku a šíření
vnitřních defektů. Obzvláště oceli mikrolegované vanadem jsou velmi náchylné ke vzniku vnitřních
licích defektů. Tento článek pojednává o dvou strategiích ohřevu, které byly realizovány v hlubinné
peci. Za použití MKP bylo dokázáno, že vhodná strategie ohřevu je zcela nezbytná, má-li být šíření
trhliny co nejvíce omezeno.
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INTRODUCTION

In the case of the vanadium microalloyed steels, hot rolling of square billets from round
continuously cast blooms with diameter 525 mm is complicated by the fact, that the internal defects
are detected during ultrasonic inspection at the end of production process on cooling bed. Final
quality of hot rolled billets is influenced especially by casting conditions such as casting speed and
steel superheat in a tundish, heating conditions in soaking pit and hot rolling factors [1,2,3,4,5].
Production process is also complicated by the fact that continuously cast blooms may contain internal
defect (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Macroetched transverse cut of continuously cast round bloom (diameter 525 mm) – A;
transverse cut of hot rolled billet (260x260 mm) from 25CrMo4 steel – B.
In this paper, it is demonstrated that for optimization of heating process in soaking pit before
hot rolling it is necessary to respect the thermophysical properties and stress-strain behaviour of
vanadium microalloyed steels. Using FEM software MSC.MARC it was demonstrated that proper
heating strategy before hot rolling may decrease internal crack grow significantly.

2 FEM SIMULATION BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND MATERIAL
PROPERTIES

Fig. 2 Transverse half of continuously cast bloom with diameter 525 mm loaded by heat flux.
Every group of elements (m1, m2, ..., m8) is represented by specific chemical composition,
mechanical and thermophysical properties. Schematic representation of the defect is also
included.
In this paper, the FEM simulations were realized in MSC.MARC/MENTAT software (see
[6,7]). Due to the symmetry and plane strain formulation of solved problem, only one half of
transverse cut of round continuously cast bloom was used for FEM calculations. Two heating
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strategies were chosen (first heating consisted from surface heating up to 800 °C during two hours;
second heating strategy consists from heating up to 800 °C during four hours; starting temperature
was 20°C for all heatings (the heat accumulated in the round bloom is exactly the same for both
heating strategies).
In our simulations were applied heat fluxes (q = 2,5×104 W/m2 for the heating in four hours
and q = 5×104 W/m2 for heating in two hours), for more detailes see [8,9]. Presented FEM model
consists from 8 cells, 9136 tetrahedral elements with parabolic borders and 27857 nodes. The time
iteration was used for both heating strategies (2,5 s per one calculation step). For practical problem
description it is fully correct to use 2D model. 3D model is not necessary because the stress-strain
behaviour is stimulated by heat gradient across the transverse cut of continuously cast bloom. Heat
gradient in the longitudial direction may be neglected (length of the bloom is roughly 4 meters) with
one exception – asymptotic region that is linked to bloom´s corners at both ends (this fact may be
responsible for potential surface corner cracks). From the theoretical point of view the most
interesting is stress-strain behaviour in the crack surrounding so the different density of elements and
nodes was used for cell m1 and remaining cells m2 – m8. FEM network for both two simulations is
shown (Fig.2).
Because of known chemical inhomogenity of continuously cast blooms based on experimental
procedures [1,3] and calculations in IDS solidification software the yield stress, tensile stress, Young
modulus, thermal conductivity, heat capacity and thermal expansivity across the bloom diameter were
modified for temperature range 20 – 800 °C. Therefore, material dependences across the bloom
diameters were approximated by eight cells of materials m1, m2, ... , m8, see (Tab.1) and the same
procedure was done for chemical composition (Tab.2)
Tab. 1 Overview of simulated mechanical and thermophysical properties for continuously cast
bloom with diameter 525 mm made from 25CrMo4 steel.
Yield
stress
(MPa)

Ultimate
stress
(MPa)

Modulus of
elasticity
(MPa)

Thermal
conductivity
(W.m-1.°C-1)

Specific heat
(kJ.kg-1.°C-1)

Coefficient
of
thermal expansion
(°C-1)

Min.:

139

180

8x1010

19.41

0.44

10-5

Max.:

847

1100

2.5x1011

40.1

0.59

2.1x10-5

Tab. 2 Overview of chemical composition for continuously cast bloom with diameter 525 mm
made from 25CrMo4 steel.
C

Cr

Mn

Mo

V

Si

Ni

S

P

Min.:

0.22

1.12

0.7

0.2

0.04

0.2

0.3

0.008

0.008

Max.:

0.35

2.25

1.4

0.7

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.015

0.015

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

If the equivalent stresses are analyzed for both applied heating strategies, it can be seen that
the curves are similar, but with one exception, slow heating exhibits higher values around 300 °C, see
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Fig. 3A and 4. In case of equivalent of eleastic strain, the most significant difference between slow
and fast heating strategy can be observed around 500 °C, see Fig. 3B.

Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of equivalent of stress – A and equivalent of elastic strain - B,
in the centre of continuously cast bloom for two heating strategies (2 hours and 4 hours). Model
with internal tricuspid defect was used.

Fig. 4 Equivalent von Mises stresses across the continuously cast bloom during heating in
soaking pit (FEM results).
Dramatically lower equivalent of elastic strain, in case of fast heating, may be interpreted as
a result of intensive plastic deformation in the center of the bloom. In fact, more important for
description of the processes responsible for crack propagation is equivalent of plastic strain (Fig. 5A)
and/or equivalent of total strain, see Fig. 5B.
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Fig. 5 Temperature dependence of equivalent of plastic strain – A and equivalent of total strain
- B, in the centre of continuously cast bloom for two heating strategies (2 hours and 4 hours).
Model with internal tricuspid defect was used.
The equivalent of plastic strain is roughly one order higher than equivalent of elastic strain.
Moreover, there are significant differences between slow and fast heating strategies. In case of
fastheating strategy, intensive plastic deformation is realized even at relative low soaking
temperatures. If the proper heating strategy is used, relative small internal crack can be welded during
hot rolling, but combination of casting cracks and suboptimal soaking results in hot rolled billets that
have to be rehected after ultrasonic inspection.

4

CONCLUSIONS

FEM simulation of two heating strategies revealed the reason of the massive internal crack grow.
Even if the casting conditions are suboptimal it is possible to prevent rapid internal cracks grow
during the heating in soaking pit. If the defects grow is limited, proper hot rolling is able to reduce
number of internal defects that are identified during ultrasonic inspection. The heating strategy
discussed in this paper represents compromise between the blooms quality and production capacity
and gas consumption on the other side.
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